TRANSPARENCY

Training as a coordination tool!

Sally Jennings
New Zealand
Why?

Training = Coordination Tool

• Understanding why coordination is needed
• Knowing how it’s important
• Ensuring staff know the process and follow it
How do you get cooperation in your coordination!

You need a training strategy!
Who?

- Staff induction – for all
- Specific training for specific parts of the system
- Other government agencies
- Industry
How?

• Face-to-face workshops and seminars
• eLearning Courses
• Explaining videos
• One-on-one sessions
What?

- About the WTO
- Specific WTO/SPS obligations
- Practical
- Industry specific
Where to find the resources?

- WTO Secretariat resources – Practical Manual, eLearning Course

- Commission work for identifying training gaps and developing learning for your specific requirements
To improve your coordination systems .........

Do a training gaps analysis

• Who?
• How?
• What?

Develop a training strategy!

Resource and implement training programme
Thank you for your attention!